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Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	All you need to know to use the latest exciting new dslr camera from Canon


	If you want to get great photos from Canon's new Rebel T5i/700D dslr camera, you've come to the right place. This practical book takes you step by step through each button, mode, function, and feature of the hot new Rebel T5i/700D, so...


		

Micro-Nanorobotic Manipulation Systems and Their ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	Micro/Nano Robotics and Automation technologies have rapidly grown associated with the growth of Micro and Nanotechnologies. This book presents a summary of fundamentals in micro-nano scale engineering and the current state of the art of these technologies.


	“Micro-Nanorobotic Manipulation Systems and their Applications”...


		

Physics of Graphene (NanoScience and Technology)Springer, 2013

	This book provides a state of the art report of the knowledge accumulated in graphene research. The fascination with graphene has been growing very rapidly in recent years and the physics of graphene is now becoming one of the most interesting as well as the most fast-moving topics in condensed-matter physics. The Nobel prize in physics...






		

BizTalk 2013 EDI for Supply Chain Management: Working with Invoices, Purchase Orders and Related Document TypesApress, 2013

	Building a successful supply chain processing EDI implementation in BizTalk Server can be complex. Decisions must be made around how to extract and publish data, how to map to the various EDI standards, and how to appropriately batch and deliver data. If architected properly, your BizTalk solution can be highly efficient, simple, and...


		

Biomimetics: Advancing Nanobiomaterials and Tissue EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This book compiles all aspects of biomimetics from fundamental principles to current technological advances and their future trends in the development of nanoscale biomaterials and tissue engineering. The scope of this book is principally confined to biologically-inspired design of materials and systems for the development of next...


		

Microbiological Research In Agroecosystem ManagementSpringer, 2013

	Agroecosystem is an ideal dynamic functional system with a set of chemical and biological interaction taking place in plant surface either below or above the ground levels. These levels of interaction activities fundamentally with microorganism-plant-soil systems are extended upto the level of entire agricultural economy. Greatly simplified,...






		

A Practical Guide to the Eustachian TubeSpringer, 2013

	This book, written by international experts, is a detailed guide to the Eustachian tube, with emphasis on those aspects of most relevance to the practitioner. The opening chapters document the clinical anatomy and provide essential information on physiology, with explanation of the new model of tubal mechanics. Diagnosis and therapy for the...


		

The Weed Runners: Travels with the Outlaw Capitalists of America's Medical Marijuana TradeChicago Review Press, 2013




	Make no mistake: the US government’s hundred-year-old war on marijuana isn’t over. Some 20 million Americans have been arrested on marijuana charges so far. The American marijuana industry remains underground, where modern-day moonshiners who view themselves as...


		

Principles of Data Mining (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	Data Mining, the automatic extraction of implicit and potentially useful information from data, is increasingly used in commercial, scientific and other application areas.


	Principles of Data Mining explains and explores the principal techniques of Data Mining: for classification, association rule mining and clustering. Each...






		

Optimization and Security Challenges in Smart Power Grids (Energy Systems)Springer, 2013

	This book provides an overview of state-of-the-art research on “Systems and Optimization Aspects of Smart Grid Challenges.” The authors have compiled and integrated different aspects of applied systems optimization research to smart grids, and also describe some of its critical challenges and requirements.


	The promise...


		

Appcelerator Titanium: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Build native apps for iOS, Android, and Blackberry from a single JavaScript codebase with Appcelerator Titanium. This guide gets you quickly up to speed on this amazing framework and shows you how to generate cross-platform apps with 100% native controls. You’ll also learn the advantages of using Titanium when you want to...



		

Getting Started with HazelcastPackt Publishing, 2013

	An easy-to-follow and hands-on introduction to the highly scalable data distribution system, Hazelcast, and its advanced features.


	Overview

	
		Understand how to revolutionize the way you share data across your application
	
		A one-stop guide to this bleeding edge technology
	
		Store...
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